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ELECTION MEDDLING and public health misinformation have fueled calls for greater transparency around online advertising on social media platforms. In response, many platforms have begun to make voluntary disclosures about some of the ads they run, but these efforts remain woefully insufficient. Platforms often neglect to provide data about how ads microtarget users, and only disclose data about a narrow category of political ads, failing to capture the larger ecosystem of digital advertising that is shaping our political, social, and economic environment.

Moreover, current regulatory measures have not kept up as digital advertising has proliferated, allowing misinformation and hate speech to spread rapidly through paid online channels that lack meaningful oversight, driven by algorithmic systems poorly understood by users and policymakers concerned with such threats to the democratic process. And to make matters worse, social media companies have also demonstrated hostility towards researchers who have tried to study advertising on their platforms.

Historically, digital advertising has dealt with issues around ad content that is “illegal, discriminatory, misleading, and manipulative in a wide range of categories beyond political ads.” This status quo demonstrates the urgent
need for interventions that support researcher access to platform-held data to increase transparency around advertising practices on platforms, and to enable regulators to ensure existing law around any disclosures is being followed.

The paper proposes a technical standard for universal digital ad transparency, defining the criteria for determining which ad platforms would need to comply and what content should be made transparent. Additionally, it compares the proposed standard to the platforms’ current voluntary transparency practices, as well as to related U.S. legislative efforts.

**Key Findings/Insights**

**THE PROBLEM**

- Digital ads can be served to a single user at a time. Unlike broadcast communication, which is seen by many people at a time, highly tailored and manipulative messaging can be aimed at an individual without detection. Such microtargeted delivery can be and has been used to disseminate medical disinformation; promote scams, predatory, discriminatory advertising practices; and promote content that is divisive and violent.
- Many platforms, including Facebook and Google, use limited to no human review of ads that are submitted for promotion on their platforms. Instead, they rely on inherently porous AI-based content filters that outsource content moderation to users.
- We argue this allows political and health misinformation, hate speech, and other abusive content to bypass algorithms and proliferate through paid promotion (from which platforms profit).

**PROPOSED SOLUTION**

The universal digital ad transparency proposal calls for all major digital ad platforms to disclose an ad’s impressions, targeting placement, delivery, and creative data to the public.
- We also push for disclosures around content removal details and decision-making processes.
- The FTC would store this data in public databases available for up to
seven years to users and researchers.

- The standard would apply to any social media company that uses microtargeting in advertising, does not use human review of advertisements, or has a reach exceeding one-third of the United States adult population.

**INTERACTION WITH EXISTING LEGISLATION**

We explain that our proposal aligns to varying extents with legislative proposals on the table calling for increased transparency but is more exhaustive and inclusive.

***

Despite these challenges, we emphasize that greater transparency is absolutely necessary for understanding the mechanics of digital advertising, which can help quell the spread of misinformation, hate speech, and abuse that proliferate through paid online channels today.

*Note: The release of the universal digital ad transparency proposal follows recent news that Facebook suspended the personal accounts of New York University researchers—including that of Laura Edelson—who were using the proprietary Ad Observatory tool they built to study targeted political advertising trends on the platform.*
I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, against the backdrop of ever-louder calls for public transparency of digital advertising, many platforms that deliver ad content have begun taking steps to make the ads they run more visible to the public on a voluntary basis [2, 3, 70]. These efforts towards greater transparency are to be applauded. However, if the benefits of such transparency are to be fully realized, a common standard for public ad disclosure is needed. In this paper, we argue not only for a common standard for digital ad transparency but also for a single common repository for such data. We also argue that all digital ads from certain ad platforms should be made transparent. Current industry ad archiving efforts often cover only narrowly defined electoral ads or a broader but, depending on the platform, differently defined range of political ads [50, 66, 4]. The relatively short history of digital advertising includes content that is illegal [20], discriminatory [22], misleading [49], and manipulative [39] in a wide range of categories beyond political ads. As we detail in Section II, digital ads are served uniquely to a single user at a time, rather than broadcast via a public means, as are print, television, or radio ads. This direct-to-user delivery mechanism means that
researchers’ traditional methods of monitoring broadcast communications to identify ad content simply cannot capture online ads. We argue that digital ads are categorically different than their analog counterparts. Therefore, more public transparency may both improve public trust and enable regulators to verify that existing law is being followed.

In this essay, we begin in Section II by reviewing existing ad disclosure and transparency systems in the United States. Currently, these only exist for limited categories of ads. We also describe generally how digital ad networks function and the voluntary transparency measures that digital ad platforms have taken thus far. In Section III, we discuss legal and ethical issues in digital ads and ad targeting. We suggest that all digital ads, not just electoral or political ads, need to be made publicly transparent to allow community watchdogs, including journalists and civil society, to properly fulfill their roles.

We outline several particular characteristics that make some digital ad platforms of greater concern to the public, either because they increase the likelihood that the platform will run ads that violate the law or because they are of such scale that community oversight may improve public trust. The disjunctive criteria we propose for triggering the need for universal ad transparency on the part of ad platforms are:

1. No human review of ads
2. Microtargeting of ads
3. Platform reach exceeding one-third of U.S. adult population

We define these criteria in detail in Section IV and argue that ad platforms that meet any one of these criteria should comply with the standard that we propose.

In Section V, we describe what data about ads should be made transparent and justify why that information is necessary. In Section VI, we describe details of the technical implementation for how ad data can be stored and transmitted. As part of our standard, we propose established solutions for managing large volumes of data, as well as updates and corrections. We also recommend methods for handling illegal content that may appear in ad data. In addition, we consider potential user privacy concerns and suggest methods to protect user privacy.
We compare existing transparency efforts on the part of ad platforms in Section VII. We identify particularly successful implementations that inspired aspects of the standard we propose, but ultimately our experiences working with these various products lead us to believe that a single, combined data repository would be a better solution. In Section VIII, we discuss current legislative proposals in the United States that would require digital ad transparency in some form. We compare our proposed standard to each of these, highlighting key areas of overlap. Lastly, in Section IX, we review potential problems that the adoption of universal ad transparency may cause. We also review possible mitigation strategies for some of these problems, but we acknowledge that our proposal is not without costs, financial or otherwise.

**i. Our perspective**

As researchers and experts in advertising activity, we see a genuine need for more transparency in digital advertising, and in particular, we believe that a uniform standard for all platforms would benefit all. The amount of effort that is currently required for researchers to standardize database fields in order to compare ad activity across platforms is a substantial barrier to knowledge, one that jeopardizes collective efforts to detect bad actors, and to provide more actionable information to platforms, advertisers, scholars, journalists, advocates, and the interested public alike. Many parties share an interest in greater transparency and clear regulatory guidelines, and we, as researchers, represent only one of those core audiences. Thus, our thinking may not cover all of the necessary perspectives through which policy proposals must pass scrutiny. Still, we believe that our views do represent those of the most active experts currently utilizing digital advertising data, and we offer the following standard as one that we believe would greatly benefit the broader community for the reasons we further outline below.

**II. BACKGROUND**

Several laws and regulations ensure a fairly high degree of transparency in spending on and sponsorship of election activity-related television advertising in the United States [43]. These laws
were largely created when social media and online advertising were in their infancy, and have not kept up with the rapid expansion of and diversity in online activity. We review the existing reporting requirements for election activity as a way of highlighting and explaining why more transparency for online advertising is needed, before describing why digital ad transparency may be needed for a much broader set of ads than simply those that are election-related. Lastly, we provide a basic overview of how modern digital ad platforms function, review the historical context for the voluntary transparency efforts of those digital ad platforms, and discuss the most relevant of those voluntary transparency efforts.

i. FCC reporting requirements

One regulation that ensures a fairly high degree of transparency in spending and sponsorship of television advertising in the United States is the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) requirement that broadcasters maintain a “political file” open to public inspection, a requirement that has existed since 1965 [72]. This requirement applies to both television and radio stations. Included in the file are records of ad purchase requests, the rate paid for each advertisement, the date on which each ad aired, the class of advertising time purchased (e.g., daypart or whether the time is preemptible), and information about the sponsor of the ad, such as the candidate’s authorized committee and its treasurer [63]. Files must be kept for any ad that mentions a candidate for federal office and for any ad that mentions a “political matter of national importance” [59]. Because of this last criterion, information about ads sponsored by interest groups, even if they do not mention a candidate’s name specifically, will generally also be included in the station’s political file.

When the requirement for a political file was first instituted, stations would keep a physical file at their offices, but in August 2012 the FCC required that television broadcasters in the largest media markets upload their political files to an FCC website (publicfiles.fcc.gov). Over time, the requirement for web access has been expanded to all broadcast television and radio stations, satellite radio stations, direct broadcast satellite television, and the largest cable television systems. Thus, access to such information is easier than ever.

Nevertheless, these data are far from perfect [44]. For one, the search tools available on the FCC website resemble more of a library filing system
than a true search engine. One must start with a particular station, drill down to a specific year, and then a specific candidate and week (or however often the station bills). Moreover, the final product is a PDF file containing contracts and invoices, and there is no standard format across stations. Another drawback is that political files do not contain information on the content of the political ads aired. Timing is also an issue. Sometimes there is a substantial lag between when the ad aired and when the station posts the information to the FCC [62], and files are only required to be maintained for two years [72], making it likely that historical data could become unavailable.

Of course, none of these FCC requirements exist for digital platforms, such as video streaming services, websites, or social media companies that sell political ads, and so this imperfect but vital source of information is entirely lacking for digital advertising.

**ii. FEC reporting**

There is also some disclosure of television and online ad spending through filings that political committees must make periodically with the Federal Election Commission (FEC). According to U.S. Code, Title 52, Section 30104, all registered committees must report expenditures to the FEC on a regular basis, and they must include designations indicating the purpose of each expenditure.\(^1\) As such, one can download a committee’s expenditure reports and assign each to broader categories, such as media, voter mobilization, staff, and so on. Still, the FEC does not have a uniform reporting standard, meaning designations of purpose often vary significantly across filers. Some reports may simply list expenditures as “ads” or “media.” If ads are purchased for a candidate or outside group by a political consultant or ad firm, the FEC expenditure reports may only reflect the payment to the consultant instead of to the television station or the digital platform. A candidate may also use broad designations, such as “political ads,” to apply to both online and televised advertising, making it difficult to segment ad spending by type. Moreover, as with the political files reported to the FCC, users do not have access to the content or creatives associated with political ad expenditures.

\(^1\) All federal candidates and political party committees must register with the FEC, but outside groups do not register if they assert that their major purpose is not federal electioneering. As such, many so-called 501(c) nonprofits do not file regular fundraising and expenditure reports with the FEC.
There are also reporting gaps in the FEC mandates. Outside groups that do not regularly file reports with the FEC, often 501(c) groups, and that spend money on political ads outside certain reporting windows (60 days before a general election and 30 days before a primary) do not have to report expenditures to the commission if the ads do not expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a federal candidate [43]. Whereas the FCC regulations include ads about a “political matter of national importance,” or what we will generally refer to as issue ads, the FEC reporting guidelines on political ads are limited to ads that expressly advocate for or against a candidate, and TV ads that mention a federal candidate within the reporting windows. Such issue ads are not generally reported if they air on TV or radio outside the windows, or if they are distributed as digital ads.

### iii. Disclaimers

Also contributing to transparency in television advertising is the requirement that ads have disclaimers. Indeed, the FEC requires that television ads contain a “clearly readable” written statement disclosing the ad’s sponsor at the end of the ad, lasting at least four seconds [84]. And to ensure its readability, regulations state that the disclaimer must be contrasting in color to the background and must occupy at least four percent of the vertical height of the screen on which the ad airs [84].

Further, any ad paid for by a candidate’s campaign committee must feature video of the candidate (or audio combined with the candidate’s image) that identifies the candidate and approves the advertisement. Noncandidate committees that sponsor ads must include audio from a representative of the committee, group, union, corporation, or other sponsor that reveals who is responsible for the content of the advertising. Different states have different (sometimes stricter) disclaimer requirements for television ads aired in state-
When it comes to requirements for disclaimers in online ads, federal regulations are unclear. There are two major loopholes here. The first is that the FEC allows for an exception to the disclaimer requirement if its inclusion would be impractical or inconvenient. While it is clear that disclaimers are required for webpages and email messages, it has not been settled whether such disclaimers are mandatory for small online banner ads, a sponsored Facebook post or a Google search. Instead of providing clear regulations on the matter, the FEC has considered disclaimer requirements on a case-by-case basis [84].

In 2018, the agency did launch a rule-making process on the issue of disclaimers in online ads, with the goal of improving clarity about it. Hearings on the issue were held in that year [75]. But the agency has yet to provide clear regulations, meaning that groups can still place online ads that lack disclaimers. While social media platforms, such as Facebook and Google, do have their own policies requiring political advertisers to include disclaimers in their ads [51, 37], such disclaimers are not always useful because the same entity may use multiple disclaimers [42].

iv. Overview of digital ad platforms

All major digital ad platforms of which we are aware function broadly in the following manner. First, advertisers upload ad creative data, such as text, image, video, and outbound link to the ad platform’s self-service ad platform [34, 41]. The advertiser selects the audience it wants to target, choosing from options that are very general, such as metro area and age, to ones that are very specific, such as an interest in dogs. The advertiser chooses what metric it wants to monetize, usually selecting from options [83] such as paying per impression, per click, or per customer interaction (such as a purchase), and how much it is willing to pay. Lastly, it will choose when it wants the ad to run and usually set a maximum budget for how much it wants to spend for all the deliveries of that ad. Before it runs, the ad will likely be reviewed by automated processes for compliance with the ad platform’s policies.

Once the ad has been reviewed and is approved to be delivered, it will enter the real-time auctions [78] that are run by ad platforms to determine which ad will be shown to a user. Real-time ad auctions function as follows:
When a user who the ad platforms believe matches the target audience of one or more of its advertisers is about to be served an ad, all the ads that are competing for that user’s view are evaluated. Three factors are taken into consideration: the price an advertiser has agreed to pay for a given user impression or interaction, the platform’s estimate of the user’s likelihood of taking any advertiser-specified action, and the ad platform’s evaluation of ad quality. Ad quality is a somewhat amorphous concept and differs by platform. In general, however, content that is clear and engaging is considered high quality, and content that is misleading or upsetting is considered low quality. Consideration of ad quality is done because platforms believe that low-quality ads not only decrease the likelihood that users will interact with that particular ad but also the likelihood that they will interact with other ads in the future [78]. The exact formulae for weighting these factors are specific to each ad platform, but after consideration of these factors, the auction winner will be determined and the ad will be served.

v. Historical background: Revelations of Russian election meddling via social media political ads

When examining the current state of voluntary transparency efforts, it is useful to understand the impetus behind the launch of the first political ad libraries in the United States—those of Facebook, Google, and Twitter. While there were some basic steps toward ad transparency that came before each of the three major social media platforms launched stand-alone sections of their websites for viewing political ads, these ad libraries were the first products from ad platforms where ads would be archived and viewed separately from other social media content. All three of these ad libraries launched between May and July 2018, and followed the revelations of Russian meddling in the 2016 election that we discuss below, as well as congressional hearings about Russian election disinformation on social media that took place in April 2018.

These libraries have changed and improved in the years since they were first developed. In particular, where the Facebook and Google ad libraries have arrived now reflects a long path of experimentation with new features added on a regular basis. In general, there has been increasing transparency over time, often the result of revelations in the media of serious legal and ethical concerns. For example, Facebook has made housing, employment,
and credit ads transparent through the web portal of its ad library, a significant step forward. However, this step was taken only after reports of discriminatory targeting of these legally regulated categories of ads, as we discuss in Section III.

vi. Facebook ad library and FORT
Currently, Facebook’s political ad library is officially known as the Library for Ads on Social Issues, Elections, and Politics [2]. Prior to April 2019, it was known as the Political Ad Archive. Facebook requires that ads about issues of national importance [12], politicians, or elections and ballot measures on any level of government be disclosed as such by the advertiser, and be made transparent through its political ad library. It is available via a web portal and an API. The web portal is publicly available, and the API is available in the United States to any Facebook user who goes through Facebook’s identity and address verification process. Facebook has said that ads will be archived for seven years after they stop running. Generally, Facebook makes available the ad creative data and the ad impression data called for by our standard transparent, although it does not make targeting data publicly available through either of these methods.

While Facebook does not make ad targeting data available through its ad library generally, it has made a limited ad targeting dataset [54] available through its FORT (Facebook Open Research and Transparency) initiative. FORT is only available to academic researchers who apply and are approved for access. The dataset only includes targeting information for ads on social issues, elections, and politics that were shown in the 90 days leading up to the 2020 U.S. election, and it only includes information for ads with greater than 100 impressions. For reference, ads with fewer than 100 impressions made up a majority of political ads on Facebook during this time period.

See Table 4 in appendix for full details on data accessible through Facebook’s ad library API. Additionally, Facebook makes ads about housing, employment, and credit available for seven years, although these ads are only available through the ad library web portal, not the API. All ads are viewable through the ad library web portal while the ad is running. However, users cannot use a keyword search to find all active ads; they can only search by advertiser.
vii. Google’s Transparency Report and Ads Transparency Spotlight

Similar to Facebook, Google provides a web portal for users to access its political ad library, which it refers to as its Transparency Report [3]. Instead of an API, however, Google provides a publicly available database through its BigQuery platform. Also in contrast to Facebook, Google’s political ad library could better be described as an electoral ad library. Google’s rules for inclusion [67] in its ad library only specify that ads by or about candidates or officeholders for state or federal office, about state or federal political parties, or about ballot measures, be included. Notably, ads about social issues are not disclosed. Google’s political ad library makes ad creative data and ad targeting transparent in a manner similar to what our standard proposes. See Table 5 in appendix for full details.

Google has also published a Chrome browser extension called Ads Transparency Spotlight [14], a user-facing transparency mechanism. This extension allows users, as they browse the web, to see information about the ads that are being shown to them. This only functions for ads that have implemented Google’s new “ad disclosure schema,” [15] but Google is encouraging others to adopt this standard [85].

viii. Other ad platform ad transparency efforts

Twitter launched an Ads Transparency Center in June 2018 [35] to provide information about political ads on its platform. While Twitter originally intended to archive political ads for seven years, the product has since been removed [52]. Political ads that ran during the period when the Ads Transparency Center was active, approximately 1 1/2 years of data, now exist as publicly available files that can be downloaded from Twitter. The files contain advertiser information, links to the ad creatives, and ad impression and delivery data, but no targeting parameters. We note, however, that tweets are often publicly available. Paid content receives promotions but is otherwise still visible to and accessible by nontargeted users.

Snapchat released its Political Ads Library [70] as publicly available downloadable files in CSV format that can be read by standard software. Each file contains a year’s worth of records. The records include ad creative, impression, targeting, and delivery data, as well as advertiser identifier.
Targeting parameters contain both inclusion and exclusion criteria. Roku released its Political Ad Archive [5] as a folder of files. The master spreadsheets themselves, containing the links to the other files, are publicly available. However, accessing the links and the linked documents requires users to first log in using Roku’s Box.com account. Generally speaking, the documents in the folder contain scanned advertising contracts. The documents in different subfolders can be of different formats, and contain codes that are not themselves explained in the folder. While advertiser information is available in these contracts, no delivery, impression, or targeting information is available.

Xfinity released its political ad archive via a searchable web portal [6]. Note that the user interface is broken and, without modifying the script, users cannot advance and scroll through the results returned by the search engine. While the search interface itself is public, accessing information returned by the search interface requires users to first log in using a Microsoft account.

III. MOTIVATIONS FOR UNIVERSAL DIGITAL AD TRANSPARENCY

As we discussed in the prior section, much historical regulation of transparency and disclosure in advertising has been aimed at elections and politics. However, we believe that the necessity of digital ad transparency is not solely, or even primarily, related to the public’s interest in transparency of political advertising. As noted earlier, digital advertising is bought, sold, and delivered to audiences in radically different ways compared to traditional broadcast advertising. Therefore, it presents different practical, legal, and ethical concerns to the public and to regulators.

i. Legal and ethical concerns in digital ads
Because of the real-time and distributed nature of the marketplace for digital advertising, enforcement of existing laws regulating truth in advertising is challenging. Deceptive digital ads and clickbait are by now a well-known problem. In 2020, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) received 2.2 million
complaints from consumers [61], with the second-largest category of those complaints stemming from online shopping.

The problems with deceptive advertising, however, extend beyond clickbait in display ads. Digital advertising has introduced entirely new categories of advertising, including influencer marketing [28, 53]. Influencer marketing refers to ads that run on the websites, blogs, or social media channels of people who have amassed a large audience for their content, commercial or otherwise. It is estimated that more than $3 billion will be spent on influencer marketing in 2021 [36]. Influencer marketing is subject to all existing laws regulating advertising, but compliance issues on the part of influencers are well documented [38]. This may be because influencer marketing is decentralized both in the sale and delivery of advertising, and therefore lacks a neat analog to any type of advertising in the pre-digital era.

A 2019 study by Mediakix [11] found that of the sponsored posts by the 50 top celebrity influencers on Instagram, only seven percent appeared to be fully FTC-compliant. Influencers often do not disclose that ads they run are paid endorsements rather than uncompensated reviews, or if they do disclose, it may not be easily visible to their audience. An example of an insufficient disclosure would be a #sponsored note at the bottom of a long post, which a user would be less likely to see.

### ii. Ad targeting issues

In addition to problems with ads themselves, significant legal issues have arisen regarding how ads are targeted. In 2016, ProPublica reported that Facebook allowed advertisers to systematically exclude racial minorities from housing ads [20]. When ProPublica followed up on this story the following year, it found that the issue had not been fixed, and Facebook was still allowing advertisers to target ads in discriminatory ways [22]. Also in 2017, The New York Times and ProPublica jointly reported that Facebook routinely allowed employers to exclude certain age groups from job ads [21], which could constitute illegal age discrimination. In 2019, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development sued Facebook for violating the Fair Housing Act [26], although this case is still ongoing at the time of this writing [86]. In 2019, Facebook also settled several lawsuits surrounding allegations that the platform allowed housing, employment, and credit to be targeted in discriminatory ways [26].
In September 2017, ProPublica reported that Facebook’s advertising platform allowed advertisers to reach users based on available user categories such as “Jew haters” [23]. Ads that included “Jew haters” as part of their targeting parameters were approved within 15 minutes and ran on the platform. In response, Facebook acknowledged that an ad can “surface on our platform that violates our standards.” The company further stated that “Jew haters” and other similar user categories were generated by an algorithm without human intervention but “didn’t appear to have been widely used.”

However, users’ ability to scrutinize problematic ad targeting by themselves is limited. Ad platforms, including Facebook, Google, and others, do provide users with some mechanisms to see certain information about how an ad that they are being shown was targeted to them [79, 81, 82]. However, ad targeting data disappear as soon as the ad is gone. If a user doesn’t click on the menu item right away, they can no longer retrieve the relevant ad targeting information for the ad in question. The timing and the complexity of retrieving targeting information for one ad means that, while users may inspect occasional ads, it is not possible for them to review how they are targeted on a regular basis. Critically, if an ad is targeted in a discriminatory way by excluding certain users from seeing an ad, the ad will not be served to those users. Because users cannot see the ad, they cannot access the ad’s targeting information, including any discriminatory or illegal exclusion criteria aimed at them. Finally, researchers have found that the textual description of the ad targeting parameters is incomplete, which makes it hard to assess how useful these disclosures are [19].

iii. Ongoing concerns with misinformation in digital advertising

Misinformation in advertising has a long history in the United States. Even in the early 1800s, campaign pamphlets would feature scurrilous rumor mongering [77]. But misinformation may be more of a concern today, due to how much of it is distributed through social media platforms whose technology accelerates its reach and spread.

Misinformation occurs in a number of substantive domains, including health policy. This could include product advertisements (think of misleading claims about a dietary supplement or the effectiveness of a prescription
drug) and recently with regard to COVID-19 [27], vaccinations against the disease [32].

Misinformation, of course, also occurs in political advertising. Scholars have studied lies and misleading claims in televised political ads for a long time (see [18] for an overview), but it was Russian-backed advertising in the 2016 U.S. presidential election that was, to some extent, a game changer. Serious attention to this issue in the United States began in 2017 and 2018, when the public first became aware of the scope of Russian disinformation efforts during the 2016 election that utilized, among other things, Facebook ads [25, 31]. The Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA) used the platform’s ad targeting tools to buy ads that often mentioned issues of race and (some suggest) were intended to demobilize voters [87]. Although the IRA spent only about $100,000 on Facebook ads in the U.S. (most of them “issue” ads) [42], the inability of researchers, politicians, or journalists to track these ads or their sponsors led to calls for more transparency. High-profile attention to this issue is largely credited with prompting platform efforts to create ad libraries.

iv. Voluntary disclosure efforts don’t include all ads

While federal regulations leave many disclosure loopholes when it comes to online advertising, there have been voluntary efforts to provide a measure of disclosure for ads placed on major social media platforms, as we discussed in Section II. We will review the efficacy of these various efforts and compare them to our proposed standard in Section VII. However, it is worth stating at the outset that there are significant gaps in all of these existing transparency efforts, and because these efforts are voluntary, not all ad platforms have adopted them or carried them out consistently.

Notably, TikTok has no ad transparency or researcher access tools at all. According to Pew Research [24], TikTok is the ninth-largest platform overall, but fifth among U.S. users ages 18-29, so this lack of tools obscures researchers’ understanding of a meaningful portion of the overall ad landscape. Any critiques we have of other transparency tools should be understood in this context: Such tools are not legally required to exist at all, and as we described with Twitter in the previous section, platforms can choose to take them away at any time.
There is no ad platform that currently makes information about all ads on that platform available to researchers. As we will detail in Section VII, Facebook does offer an extremely limited web portal [2] to search for all ads on the platform while they are active. However, given the many limitations and the lack of access to bulk data, we do not believe this tool is functionally useful for research. Other platforms have taken an even more limited approach to which ads they will make transparent. For example, Google’s [45] inclusion policy covers only election content. Of course, differences across platforms, such as in the universe of ads and the variables included, make comparisons and monitoring of activity difficult.

IV. AD PLATFORM INCLUSION

In this section, we define which ad platforms should be obligated to provide universal digital ad transparency, and provide the criteria for inclusion and their justifications. We use the term “advertising platform” or “platform” to refer to the companies that maintain the platforms where ads are sold and displayed, rather than the organizations that pay to run the ads. This term applies both to companies that primarily run ads on websites that they own, such as Facebook, and also to companies like Google that deliver ads on third-party websites that they themselves do not own [7]. There are many websites that do not manage the sale or delivery of ads themselves, but rely on larger ad platforms to do this for them. Such websites are not themselves ad platforms unless they control the sale of the ad space or choose which ads will be delivered. By contrast, we will refer to the ultimate payer(s) of an advertisement as the “advertiser(s).”

We propose three criteria for inclusion of advertising platforms in the universal digital ad transparency standard, and argue that advertising platforms that meet any one of the following criteria should adopt that standard. An ad platform should provide universal digital ad transparency if the ad platform:
1. Allows advertisers to purchase and run ads without human review (i.e., using an automated self-service platform)—No human review of ads.
2. Allows advertisers to target, or the platform to optimize, the delivery of ads based on narrow user characteristics—Microtargeting of ads.
3. Reaches greater than one-third of the U.S. adult population annually—Impact of ad network.

We discuss each of these criteria in detail below.

i. No human review of ads

One of the central conundrums of online advertising is that, for the most part, ad platforms already have policies prohibiting the types of ads that the public is most concerned about and/or are illegal under existing laws. Given that, why do so many offending ads continue to run?

We believe one possible answer may lie in the rise of self-service ad platforms. Many digital ad platforms, including Facebook [40] and Google [45], allow advertisers to place ads without ever interacting with a human employee of the ad platform and do not subject every ad they run to human review before they are served to users. For example, according to Facebook’s ad policies, “The Facebook ad review system relies primarily on automated tools to check ads against our Advertising Policies” [40].

An automated pipeline for ads is efficient for the platforms and their advertisers. Advertisers can quickly place and run a large number of ads using automated software tools without human intervention. The platforms can quickly scale up their operations, accommodate a greater number of advertisers, and deliver more ads.

Platforms with an automated pipeline for ads rely on a reactive review strategy with several components. Ads are screened by algorithms at the time of submission. Active running ads are then reviewed by a mixed system of people and machines, if problematic content is detected. According to an article Facebook posted to help its advertisers understand why ads that had been initially approved to run might later be removed, “Previously approved

---

4 It is worth noting that research has highlighted how platforms themselves have struggled to articulate and enforce their own policies with regard to political content [56], which is yet another complicating factor in enforcement.
ads can be selected for another review for a number of reasons, including if people hide, block, report or otherwise provide negative feedback about an ad, all of which could help indicate that we missed something during the review process.” [80] If an ad in question is deemed to be illegal or to violate platform policy, it then stops running and is removed. This multitiered enforcement strategy is necessitated by the very nature of a self-service ad delivery system and is inherently reactive.

However, the efficiency of a self-service platform comes with a cost to the users and to the public. Platforms that function in this manner will inevitably run ads that are illegal or violate their policies. Users will inevitably be exposed to such ads. This is not a bug in the system; it is the nature of how reactive review systems operate. Self-service ad platforms effectively outsource to their users the responsibility to ensure that content that runs on their platform conforms with the law. The pipeline does have a mechanism to correct itself, but it can do this only after users are exposed to illegal ads, report them, and trigger a review and removal process. In this case, the cost savings of self-service platforms come at the cost of legal compliance and user experience.

We argue that platforms that allow advertisers to place ads without human review should comply with universal ad transparency for two primary reasons: First, because they have not actually verified that ads they run comply with the law, content on their platforms should be subject to additional scrutiny. Second, there is the potential that by making ad content publicly transparent, they can gather feedback from a wider audience to improve their existing enforcement.

**ii. Microtargeting of ads**

Next, we argue that greater transparency is also needed for platforms that deploy behavioral or algorithmic targeting, and algorithmic delivery optimization of ads. Used appropriately, microtargeting allows advertisers to “reach the right audience” efficiently, without having to pay to show ads to users they know would not be interested in their products. However, the same tools have in the past been used to prey on low-income users and target them with poor financial products [60], as we discussed in Section III. Public polls [48] have also shown that users are not comfortable with ads being targeted to
them based on characteristics that platforms infer without their direct input, or even ones that are targeted very narrowly.

For these reasons, platforms that enable ad targeting or delivery optimization based on characteristics of users, other than a geographic area no more specific than a zip code, should comply with universal digital ad transparency. We suggest a historical benchmark: Before the rise of digital advertising, most advertising was done via television or newspapers. Advertisers could reach everyone reading the metro section of their local newspaper, or everyone watching the local network affiliate’s broadcast of the nightly news. It was difficult (although not impossible) to advertise to very small groups. If we were to compare these historical broadcast advertising mechanisms to audiences that can be targeted, the rough equivalent would be targeting an ad to people viewing a particular piece of content, or to people viewing a piece of content in a fairly large geographic area. Therefore, we will define microtargeting as:

The targeting or delivery optimization of an ad based on the personal characteristics of the user (as opposed to characteristics of the content to which the ad is adjacent), other than geographic region the size of a zip code or larger.

Here, we note that it is not our objective to capture ad platforms that themselves are focused on particular small audiences; for example, online news outlets that serve small communities. Only if an ad platform allows advertisers to exclusively specify an audience by personal characteristics (other than geography by zip code or larger) to the exclusion of other users who do not have those personal characteristics, would this criterion be met.

### iii. Impact of ad network

Currently there are, to our knowledge, only two advertisers that can reach greater than one-third of the U.S. adult population annually: Google and Facebook. Both of these platforms employ self-service ad platforms and allow microtargeting of ads, so this additional threshold is, at the time of this writing, a theoretical one. However, we argue that any advertising platform that exceeds this threshold should comply with our proposed standard on that basis alone. Any advertiser of this size would be able to deliver billions
of impressions for single ads in very short periods of time. Given the potential scale of ads delivered on such platforms, public transparency to allow community watchdogs to monitor and respond to claims made in ads is vital for ensuring a healthy public discourse. For similar reasons, government regulators are often most concerned as well with ads delivered on these largest platforms—ads that violate existing law have the potential to be shown to millions of people before regulators can act to notify ad sponsors that their ads are violative. We must acknowledge that this cutoff is arbitrary. We do not have enough data to say precisely how big an ad platform can be before the risks of its size alone merit public transparency. It is our hope that increased ad transparency may allow for further research on this point.

V. CONTENT INCLUSION

In this section, we review which pieces of content should be considered ads, and what information about ads should be made transparent. We also review potential privacy concerns about ad targeting data and suggest limitations to avoid revealing information about users who may have seen an ad.

i. Which ads should be included?
We propose that all forms of compensated content promotion that the advertising platforms can reasonably be expected to be aware of should be included in universal ad transparency efforts. Specifically, in addition to traditional ads, branded content and native advertising should both be included. These are forms of advertising that are styled and can appear very similar to the nonadvertising content of the platform on which it is placed. Of course, there will always be some small portion of advertising that advertising platforms have no reasonable means of being aware of, such as influencer advertising that is not disclosed, and we do not believe it is reasonable to expect platforms to make such content transparent. However, given the rise of robust branded content disclosure mechanisms, such as Facebook’s in order to ensure compliance with existing FTC regulations, we believe it is reasonable to expect that platforms will be able to identify most branded content advertising that they host.
ii. Which fields should be included?
A complete list of fields, descriptions, and types that we propose as the standard for universal ad transparency can be found in Table 3 in the appendix. Here we describe the categories of ad data we include, and discuss the motivations for why these data need to be publicly transparent.

II.1. AD CREATIVE DATA
Ad creative data includes text, images, audio, video, and outbound links that were presented to the ad viewer. The central motivation to require transparency of these fields is to allow regulators to ensure compliance with the law. An additional motivation would be to allow community watchdogs to monitor particular categories of advertising, such as political or financial services ads, for content that might be misleading even if it is not actually false.

II.2. AD IMPRESSION DATA
Ad impression data includes information about when the ad was shown, to whom it was shown, and the context in which it ran. This includes the dates an ad was active, the advertiser who paid for the ad, how much was spent, how many impressions (or distinct views) it received, and nonidentifying data about the geographic and demographic distribution of those impressions. We suggest that the geographic distribution of impressions be specified at the zip code level, where available. We suggest that demographic distribution of impressions be specified by gender and 10-year age brackets. We would also include a field indicating whether the content was removed by the advertiser for a violation of policy after it ran.

II.3. AD TARGETING AND DELIVERY DATA
Ad targeting data includes nonidentifying information about how and to whom an ad has been targeted. Many platforms allow advertisers to list not just criteria for users to target but also criteria for users to exclude. We suggest that both inclusion and exclusion parameters be specified. In general, we require the type of targeting to be disclosed (customer list, content-based, behavioral, demographic, geographic, etc.), as well as the details of that type of targeting, such as the demographic group or related content targeted or excluded.
Of great concern is ensuring that particular users who may have been targeted with an ad cannot be identified by the transparency data provided. So, hypothetically, if an ad platform were to allow an advertiser to specify a single street address or a single email address as the target of an ad, we would not want that data to be unmasked. Less trivially, and more of a real-world problem, we would not want a user to be able to be identified based on the specified combination of ad targeting parameters. We also need to consider the combination of ad targeting parameters and ad impression information, which do reveal some information about users who have seen them.

This privacy concern is not always an issue. Often, ads are targeted on the basis of customer lists or other methods that reveal no information about the audience. Also, we are aware of no ad platform that allows advertisers to target individual users as we suggest in our hypothetical example. However, serving an ad to an audience of one is not illegal and may happen in the future. To prevent the identification of very small audiences of ads, we propose the following limitation on what targeting parameters should be revealed: If the audience publicly described in the targeting parameters is smaller than 100 people, the most restrictive parameters should be removed from what is disclosed until the targeting parameters publicly describe an audience greater than 100 people. In such cases, platforms could still indicate that some categories of targeting parameters were removed. Let us consider several examples to illustrate this limitation:

1. An ad is targeted to a new business’s list of 50 customers. In this case, the targeting type would be “customer list” and the targeting details might contain the name of the business. The audience size is smaller than our 100-person threshold, but that isn’t knowable based on the publicly disclosed targeting information, so the targeting type of “customer list” should be included.

2. An ad is targeted to all the people who live on a street with only five houses. The total number of people who would see this ad is smaller than our 100-person threshold, and this is knowable based on the disclosed targeting information, so our limitation would apply. In this case, all that should be disclosed is a larger geographic area, such as zip code.

3. An ad is targeted to all the people who live in a particular zip code, are
female, and have an income greater than $350,000. The ad platform calculates that fewer than 100 people meet that audience description, so the most restrictive parameter, an income greater than $350,000, is removed. The ad platform indicates that one ad parameter was removed, but doesn’t specify which one.

Beyond intentional ad targeting selected by advertisers, we advocate for greater transparency into the optimization or delivery process by which a platform assigns users to ads. Ad delivery is a data-intensive process to partition a population, facilitated by algorithms. By its design, the optimization maximizes platform and advertiser interests, which can produce outcomes that are undesirable for users or the public. Researchers and legislators have also expressed concern about ad delivery optimizations, albeit for different reasons. We discuss these concerns in detail in Section III, but in general, research has shown that delivery optimization can be discriminatory [17].

II.4. AD PLACEMENT METADATA
Lastly, our standard specifies that metadata about when and how an ad was shown should be made transparent. This includes the specific dates an ad was active. We note that this is not the same as the date range an ad was active. Because ads can be displayed on noncontiguous days, the date range can be misleading. Ad placement metadata also includes how much was spent on the ad each day, the currency in which it was paid, and the ultimate payer. The last field we specify that falls into this category is “placement_details,” which will differ for different types of platforms. For ad platforms that run ads on third-party websites, the website on which the ad was displayed should populate this field. For sites that run different categories of ads on their own websites, the particular category of the ad can be indicated via this field.
VI. TECHNICAL STANDARD IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss the technical implementations of the ad standard we propose. We will assume, when contemplating the technical realities of the combined transparency dataset that we propose, that platforms that meet the criteria for inclusion that we specify run a combined average of 5 million new ads per day. Unfortunately, no major ad platform that we are aware of publishes data about how many ads they run on a daily basis; therefore this number is at best an educated guess. We will use it only as a reference point to understand the relative scale of data.

i. Common data warehouse

We propose that the FTC assume responsibility for building and maintaining a single public repository for digital ad data. As we discussed in Section II, there is a well-established history of other government agencies maintaining public datasets of election-related information. In the United States, the FTC is the government body tasked with ensuring that advertising complies with existing law, among its many responsibilities [13]. We believe that creating a single data repository for information about all ads would have several advantages. First, it would reduce the burden of compliance with this standard on ad platforms. Instead of having to develop their own digital ad archives, platforms would simply be responsible for regularly sending their ad data to the FTC. Second, as we will discuss in Section VII, there are significant hurdles to researchers when digital ad archives are fragmented across many platforms. Some of these problems would be ameliorated by the common technical standard we propose, but the logistical difficulty of having to search perhaps dozens of platforms to find ads would remain. Additionally, it may be useful for the FTC to administer a small fund that could be established to offset the costs of compliance for new ad platforms that enter the market. While we believe that the FTC would be a natural home in government for the data warehouse we suggest, this role could also be fulfilled by a different governmental body or an independent third-party institution. We propose that ad platforms that meet our criteria for inclusion described in Section IV transmit the daily ad summary files to the FTC. We will discuss how platforms can do this later in this section. The FTC can combine the files
it receives from all ad platforms and publish unified ad summary files daily (see Table 1 below). We recommend that the HDF5 [73] format be used for these daily summary files. HDF5 is part of a family of file formats that were initially developed by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications [74]. HDF5 is open source and free for general use. This file format is already in wide use by those who need to store large amounts of data of mixed types, including by other U.S. government agencies such as NASA [47]. There is a large ecosystem of libraries and tools for working with HDF5 files in a wide range of languages that should minimize the costs for the FTC to use it, and for researchers to work with the data. We recommend that the FTC retain and publish these files for two years from the date they are received.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Unified Daily Summary Files</th>
<th>Snapshot Dataset</th>
<th>Advertiser Summary Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fields Included</td>
<td>All standard fields</td>
<td>All standard fields</td>
<td>Advertiser ID, platform name, total spend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versioning</td>
<td>All record versions preserved</td>
<td>Most recent versions only</td>
<td>Most recent versions only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Weekly, Monthly, Yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>7 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of proposed FTC file formats.

In addition to the unified daily ad summary files, the FTC should also maintain and publish an overall “snapshot” dataset with current data for all ads less than seven years old. In this snapshot dataset, all corrections, updates, and deletions will have been applied as appropriate to all records. The FTC can also publish weekly, monthly, and yearly summary files listing which advertisers ran ads on which platforms, along with the IDs for those advertisers, and their spending amounts and ad counts. We would recommend that these summary files also be kept for seven years.

These windows of time are significantly shorter than other data retention policies for public datasets published by the U.S. government, but we are sensitive to the storage size and cost requirements that a longer data retention policy would require.


**ii. Public transparency tools**

In addition to datasets in downloadable file format, we recommend that the FTC provide a publicly available API to allow interested parties to request data from this snapshot dataset by, at minimum, date range, advertiser, and platform. The advertiser summary files we propose should allow researchers to query this API efficiently in cases where they are only interested in a subset of political advertising activity. To supplement this machine-readable data access appropriate for researchers, we recommend that the FTC additionally provide a web-based user interface to allow users to run basic searches over the snapshot dataset (see Table 2 below). Building such a web interface to complement data availability through data files would be similar to the approach taken by the FEC [29]. The FEC’s public website for querying election data allows users to search by time period, geographic area, or contributor. We would recommend that this web interface allow users to search for ad records by advertiser, date, content text, ad impression criteria, or ad targeting criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Snapshot Dataset API</th>
<th>Snapshot Dataset Web Portal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fields Included</strong></td>
<td>All standard</td>
<td>All standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access</strong></td>
<td>Machine readable</td>
<td>Human readable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Search Parameters</strong></td>
<td>Date range, geo area, advertiser, and platform</td>
<td>Date range, advertiser, and platform geo area, demo group impressions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Comparison of proposed FTC dataset search methods.*

**iii. Data retention and transmission**

We estimate, based on our experience housing ad archives, that 5 million ads in a mix of content types (text, image, video, etc.) being disclosed according to our standard would take up approximately 1 terabyte of disk space. We believe that ad platforms that comply with our standard should not have difficulty moving their portion of this volume of data on a daily basis. We recommend that ad platforms complying with our standard publish or transmit a file in the HDF5 format on a daily basis with the information about the most recent day’s ads. We recommend that platforms retain these daily ad summary files for one year. This time window is long enough to allow for errors
in transmission or formatting to be observed and corrected without data loss, and short enough to not impose excessive storage costs on ad platforms.

**iv. Record updates, corrections, and deletions**

There are several situations in which previously shared records would need to be updated, corrected, or potentially even deleted. Therefore, in addition to the data-related fields specified in Table 3 (see appendix), we recommend two additional metadata fields, “record_type” and “record_version.” “Record_type” should specify one of the following:

1. NEW: New records that have not previously been sent.
2. UPDATE: Changes to records that have previously been sent. This will occur when ad records that have previously been sent need to be updated; for example, because more spending and impressions have accrued to them. “UPDATE” should be used to indicate fields that were correct in the past, but have now changed.
3. CORRECT: Changes to records that have previously been sent that should be backfilled. This can happen for a variety of reasons. For example, if the ad payer had been incorrectly specified, it may be updated with the correct ad payer. Also, if data previously sent was incorrect because of a software bug, any field might need to be corrected. “CORRECT” should be used to indicate fields that were not correct in records that were previously sent.
4. LEGAL_CORRECT: Similar to “CORRECT” records but indicating that the ad record sent in the prior version contained illegal content. We discuss this situation in detail in subsection v.
5. DELETE: Deletions of records that have been previously sent. We foresee no reason for sending deletions for any actually delivered ads, but it is entirely possible that records that do not correspond to real ads could be sent due to software bugs. These buggy records would need to be deleted when the bugs were detected. For purposes of auditability, these should be considered soft deletions, where the records are marked as deleted but not actually removed.

Any ad, the first time it is transmitted, should be sent as a “NEW” record.
Thereafter, any changes to that record should be sent as an “UPDATE” or “CORRECT” record, as appropriate. The “UPDATE” and “CORRECT” records only need to contain the record ID and the fields that have been changed; unchanged data should not be resent. If a record is determined to have been sent in error, which is to say that the record does not correspond to a real ad that has been shown to users at least once, a “DELETE” record should be sent. “DELETE” records should only send the record ID of the record that is being deleted. “NEW” records should always have a “record_version” of “1.” Each subsequent update sent should increment the “record_version” by 1. When a correction is sent, the record version the correction should be applied to should be specified in the “record_version” field. Deletions will not require a “record_version.” We recommend that the FTC not apply “CORRECT” or “DELETE” records to their compiled daily records of ad data, so that researchers can maintain an auditable trail of changes to ad records. We do recommend, for the ease of researchers, that the FTC additionally maintain a snapshot dataset with all corrections, updates, and deletions applied.

v. Handling illegal content
In planning for universal ad transparency, we must expect that because an extremely wide range of content will be advertised, some of that content will be illegal to store. The two major categories of illegal content are child sexual abuse material and violent terrorist imagery. If a platform discovers that ad content that is illegal to store has been run on their platform, rather than sending the illegal content, they should send a hashed version of the illegal image or video in question, using PhotoDNA [64]. PhotoDNA is currently the industry standard to identify known illegal images and is already in widespread use. This hashed creative data should be sent as the initial creative if the illegal content is discovered before it is first transmitted, or as a “LEGAL_CORRECT” to the relevant fields if the illegal content is detected later.

We would expect that platforms would separately refer such content to law enforcement. The FTC should immediately apply “LEGAL_CORRECT” changes to data in its dataset and periodically conduct audits to ensure that this record type is being used correctly. It should be expected that some of the ad content that is transmitted is objectionable. However, this method should only be used to handle content that is illegal to store, not merely content that
violates the policies or community standards of the platform on which it ran. Both the FTC and outside parties will have visibility into how this record is used, because the FTC itself will continue to publish the “LEGAL_CORRECT” records it receives in its own time series data, both for auditing purposes and to allow the downstream consumers of ad transparency data to remove illegal content from any ad records they may have received in the past.

**VII. INDUSTRY TRANSPARENCY EFFORTS**

In this section, we compare the most prominent existing ad platform transparency efforts and our proposed standards. We described these efforts in detail in Section II. Here, we review strengths of these voluntary implementations that have informed our standard, as well as common shortcomings to these existing approaches that our standard seeks to address.

### i. Modes of access

In this section, we will focus on researcher-oriented modes of access. While web portals for viewing ads are useful tools for a general audience, because of the sheer volume of ads, they are not a useful interface for researchers who want to understand the advertising ecosystem on a particular platform, or even the activity of a single major advertiser. For this reason, ad platforms have built a variety of systems to allow researchers to interact with bulk data.

Facebook offers an API [8] that allows researchers to download data that matches search criteria programmatically, with ad creative data such as images and videos available at additional links that need to be separately downloaded and parsed. Since the initial release, Facebook has gradually added additional parameters that allow users to filter the search results on select data fields. The API returns results that are accurate at the time of the request, but the only way to see what data has changed over time is to constantly re-conduct the searches and re-collect the data. In contrast to the web version of the ad library, access to the ad library API is granted only to users who agree to the Facebook Terms of Service (TOS), and who complete Facebook’s verification requirements. We do not consider such a mode of
access as “public.” Researchers cannot access the ad data unless they first sign the TOS, which they may disagree with. Platforms can unilaterally revoke researcher access to their ad library APIs and have done so in the past [46]. Even without platform actions, the threat of the potential loss of access to programmatic data may compel researchers to self-censor and avoid research topics at odds with the platforms’ interests.

Google hosts its ad library as a SQL database on BigQuery, a cloud data warehouse. Similar to Facebook’s design, ad creative data is not included in the library itself, but referenced through outbound links, and needs to be downloaded and parsed separately. Otherwise, however, Google provides users with direct access to ad data (instead of interacting with the data through an API). Storing ad data in a standard SQL database has several advantages. SQL has been standardized for over 35 years [33], and provides efficient built-in capabilities for search, filtering, and sorting the results, and for generating summary statistics. Users have access to these standard tools without having to wait for the platforms to write the functionalities into the API. The ad data can be downloaded as CSV files or exported as a SQL database, and then analyzed using any standard analysis software or database software.

Roku and XFinity offer downloadable document dumps of PDF and Excel files relating to ad activity.

As researchers, we have found Snapchat’s solution the most comprehensive and easiest-to-use mode of access. Snapchat provides a downloadable zip file, updated daily, that contains ad metadata, creative data, and downloadable links to ad images in a single zipped CSV file. This mode of access provides researchers with a single collection point for all data, and CSV files can easily be compared to versions collected at another time to identify differences over time. While we do not think that this CSV file structure is the right one for the larger volume of ads that our standard calls for, this overall access implementation was the inspiration for the single-file mode of access our standard suggests.

**ii. Changes over time**

One of the major shortcomings of existing ad platform transparency efforts is the lack of provision for researchers to track changes over time. All existing
transparency efforts of which we are aware give researchers a view of the platforms’ ads at the current moment, without information on changes made to the ads over time. This is understandable as a naive approach, but our experience trying to use these transparency systems to understand the digital advertising ecosystem and identify bad actors within it has led us to the conclusion that the ability to track changes over time is absolutely necessary. We view our standard’s approach, requiring that separate “UPDATE,” “CORRECT,” and “DELETE” messages be sent when an ad’s data changes, as a significant improvement with respect to existing transparency efforts.

iii. Handling of policy violations
As with modes of access, ad platforms have taken a range of approaches to handling policy violations. Facebook hides ad creatives that have been found to violate policy behind click-through walls that warn the user they are about to see an ad that violated Facebook’s policies. This has the effect of making the ads impossible for researchers to collect by automated means. Google simply removes the content and substitutes a message that the content violated its platform rules. We believe it is entirely reasonable for platforms not to want to host content that violates their community standards, or to at minimum warn users that they may see content that is offensive. However, such rule-violating content is often the most important for researchers to collect. This conflict is one that we believe illustrates the inherent shortcomings of these voluntary efforts, and one that our proposed standard addresses by turning over violating content, and the responsibility to host it, to a third party.

iv. Ad and advertiser inclusion
Ad platforms have also taken a wide range of approaches to deciding which ads and advertisers should be included in their transparency efforts. Here, Facebook deserves much credit for making social issue content transparent, in addition to electoral content. Facebook also deserves credit for the limited transparency measures it has taken around nonpolitical ads. While it only provides very limited web portal access to nonpolitical ads during the time the ads are active, and not at all after ads are deactivated, Facebook is the only platform of which we are aware that provides at least some transparency
into all ads. It should serve as an example to others that universal ad transparency systems are possible.

v. Ad creative data inclusion

Ad creative data inclusion is one of the few points of commonality between ad platforms’ ad libraries. Facebook, Google, and Snapchat all make ad creative text(s), image(s), link(s), and video(s) available. XFinity and Roku do not, and this absence makes their ad libraries significantly less useful to researchers.

vi. Ad targeting data inclusion

Ad targeting data is another area where different ad platforms have taken different approaches to transparency. In our experience, this is an additional instance where Snapchat has an excellent implementation that has informed our proposed standard. Notably, Snapchat makes both targeting inclusion and exclusion parameters available. It also makes a complete description of interest and segment targeting available, as well as advanced demographics. At first glance, Google’s ad targeting transparency appears to be significantly less robust than Snapchat’s because Google only lists geographic and demographic targeting information. However, this is because Google does not allow ads that they consider electoral to be targeted by interests or segments, so these other types of targeting do not apply [88]. Xfinity and Roku also make ad targeting (as it applies on their platforms) available in limited form. The only platform we review that does not make any form of ad targeting data publicly transparent is Facebook.

vii. Diversity of approaches is harmful for functional transparency

As we have shown, voluntary transparency efforts have taken a wide variety of forms that research must approach in entirely different ways. This “marketplace of ideas” approach has certainly been a useful one for testing out a variety of approaches to transparency. However, we believe that the time is right for a standardized approach. The variety of technical and policy approaches that different ad platforms have taken has created a situation where only the best-resourced researchers can afford to build the custom technical solutions required to use the transparency tools that the platforms
have built. Additionally, even researchers who can invest the technical resources required to comprehensively collect ad data from multiple platforms are left with datasets that are not directly comparable because of the different policy decisions made by platforms.

VIII. PENDING LEGISLATION

We are aware of several major legislative efforts that require some form of digital ad transparency. We review those efforts here and compare them with our proposed standard in order to show how our proposal exceeds what is already being called for.

i. The Honest Ads Act

The Honest Ads Act expands source disclosure requirements for political advertisements by (1) establishing that paid internet and paid digital communications may qualify as “public communications” or “electioneering communications” that may be subject to such requirements, and (2) imposing additional requirements relating to the form of such source disclosures and the information contained within. The bill requires certain online platform companies to maintain publicly available records about qualified political advertisements that have been purchased on their platforms. [55]

This bill was first introduced in 2018 by Sens. Amy Klobuchar, Mark Warner, and John McCain, and in 2021 was folded into the For the People Act [68], an omnibus democracy promotion bill. The bill has been endorsed by both Facebook and Twitter [57, 65].

In contrast to our proposal, the Honest Ads Act requires transparency only of political advertisements. Also, the bill requires that digital ad platforms maintain and publish their own archives of political ads, rather than creating a central database of ads from all platforms, as our proposal does. However, where our proposal calls for all ads from ad platforms that meet our criteria for inclusion to be made transparent, the Honest Ads Act calls
for all digital political ads to be made transparent, regardless of size of the
platform. Additionally, the Honest Ads Act calls for payer disclosure of all
digital political ads when they are displayed to users, something that is not
currently required, and which is a form of transparency that our proposal
does not speak to. Therefore, we largely view our proposal as complementary
to the Honest Ads Act, rather than overlapping.

ii. The DATA Act

The Social Media Disclosure and Transparency of Advertisements Act, or
DATA Act [76], was introduced in 2021 by Rep. Lori Trahan. The DATA Act
“will ensure academic researchers have access to data related to the target-
ing of online digital advertisements” [1] by “mandating that large digital
advertising platforms maintain an ad library for academic researchers that
includes details about the advertisements.” [1]

Like our proposed standard, the DATA Act would require transparency
of all digital ads from qualifying ad platforms, rather than only applying to
political ads as the Honest Ads Act does. However, the act differs from our
proposed standard in two key ways: First, it specifies that rather than being
made transparent to the public, platforms would only be required to make
their ad libraries available to “academic researchers.” Second, like the Hon-
est Ads Act, it leaves the responsibility to build and maintain databases of
ads with the ad platforms themselves.

iii. The Algorithmic Justice and Online
Transparency Act

The Algorithmic Justice and Online Transparency Act was introduced in
2021 by Sen. Edward Markey and Rep. Doris Matsui [69]. While the primary
focus of the bill is to ensure public transparency of content promotion and to
target algorithms, it also contains a provision to require “any online platform
(except for a small business) that uses personal information in combination
with an algorithmic process to sell or publish an advertisement shall take all
reasonable steps to maintain a library of such advertisements.” [58]

Of all the proposed legislation that we review, the Algorithmic Justice
and Online Transparency Act is most closely aligned with our proposal.
Unlike the DATA Act, this bill requires public transparency of all ads from
covered ad platforms. And similar to our proposal’s microtargeting criteria for ad platform inclusion, this bill’s criteria for which ad platforms should comply is tied to the use of personal information in combination with an algorithmic process. The primary difference between this bill and our proposed standard is that we additionally suggest that platforms that do not subject ads to human review before running them also comply with universal ad transparency.

IX. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

In this section, we review potential problems with and costs of our proposal. We suggest potential remedies to some of these concerns where possible, but note that this is not always possible.

i. Privacy concerns

In our view, the primary issue that must be addressed by any attempt at greater transparency of digital ad data is privacy. There are real concerns about the privacy of users who may have been shown ads, advertisers who may have inadvertently shared their own private data in their ads, and third parties whose private information or images were inappropriately included by the advertiser in their ads. We will discuss these three concerns separately.

1. User privacy: We see the risk of identifying users who may have seen an ad as the single most serious problem to be avoided. We discuss strategies for doing this in Section V, but we stress that all parties who are involved in the process of making ad data transparent should take steps to ensure user privacy. First, advertisers should always store and transmit any private data that they have about targeted audiences in a secure fashion. Ad platforms that allow ads to be targeted by parameters that are identifying should anonymize those parameters by the methods we suggest in Section V. When determining whether very small audiences could be identified, both ad targeting and ad-impression data must be considered. Further, we recommend that ad platforms continue not to allow advertisers to target very small audiences
for ads. Lastly, we recommend that the FTC or any other organization that publishes an ad transparency dataset have double-check procedures in place to ensure that ad targeting data does not identify very small audiences.

2. **Advertiser privacy:** It is our view that advertisers’ ad content is not private data and therefore the privacy concerns that we have about users being identifiable do not apply to advertisers. However, it is entirely possible that advertisers may inadvertently include their own private data in their ads and thus have a legitimate interest in having that private data be masked, for example, by accidentally listing their personal rather than their business address. In such cases, we believe the FTC should accept petitions for data masking of private data contained in ad content from advertisers.

3. **Third-party privacy:** Another possibility we must consider is that there may be third parties, aside from the advertiser or the user who sees the ad, whose privacy is compromised in ad content. The simplest such situation to contemplate is that of a person whose image is used by an advertiser without that person’s permission. Currently, we know of no ad platform that has a specific process for people who believe that ads are compromising their private data or images to then request that those ads be taken down. We would encourage all ad platforms that adopt our standard to put such a process in place. We recommend that people who believe that an ad contains their private data or images be able to request that the ad in question be taken down and their private data masked from all transparency datasets. They should be able to make this request to the ad platform in question if the ad is still active, or to the data warehousing organization if the ad is no longer running.

**ii. Access concerns**

We are keenly aware that the technical standard we recommend presents a high barrier to entry for less technically savvy users. The file format HDF5 is not human-readable. The overall record-type structure we suggest of “NEW” and “UPDATE” records allows for time series to be observed but are more complicated to process. Unfortunately, we view this problem as inherent in the sheer volume of ad data that exists, and one that must be managed.
It is our hope that researchers will create tools to allow the public a more user-friendly view of ad data than the data warehouse we propose would allow. We believe this hope is well-founded, as there are several such tools that might serve as a model for such public-facing tools, such as OpenSecrets for FEC data [89], and the Wesleyan Media Project for television and election-related digital ad data [90]. We also wish to sound a note of caution: We have experience building and maintaining public transparency datasets, and this endeavor is both technically complex and expensive. Meaningful financial support of public-facing tools will be required to create meaningful functional transparency of digital ads. We note that these existing third-party public information and tool providers have always struggled to raise enough money to cover the costs of their operations, despite their excellent track record of informing the public, and the widespread use of their tools and data. We expect that the financial picture for providers of public ad transparency tools would likely not be substantially better. We discuss these financial considerations in further detail below.

**iii. Cost concerns**

We acknowledge the financial costs of what we suggest. Ad platforms that comply with our standard will incur costs, primarily in terms of additional engineering time to compile data into the formats we suggest and to transmit them appropriately. However, we do not recommend that platforms maintain their own ad transparency archives, which is a step that many ad platforms have felt the need to take. We believe the costs to ad platforms of complying with our standard to be significantly lower than those of building their own transparency systems, since we do not require them to store historical ad data or to make that data available to users through an interface that needs to be maintained. Thus, we expect that many platforms that we recommend comply with our standard would actually save money by doing so. Of course, this is possible because we recommend shifting to the FTC the costs of archiving ad data and of making that archive available to the public. Estimating the financial cost of such a data warehouse is outside the scope of this paper, but we suspect it would be similar to the data warehousing costs of other large projects undertaken by different branches of the U.S. government. Lastly, we expect that in addition to the data warehouse built by the FTC, third-party
tools to improve public understanding of ad transparency data would be needed. Proposing a structure for funding of strong functional transparency tools for public use again falls outside the scope of this paper. However, we believe it would be reasonable for ad platforms to, in some way, contribute to the cost to build and maintain tools for public access to ad transparency data because, as we noted earlier, we expect our proposal to be less expensive for them than building their own stand-alone public transparency tools.

**iv. Competitive concerns**

Lastly, we believe that both ad platforms and some advertisers may have concerns that digital ad transparency could place them at a competitive disadvantage. Digital marketers, in particular, may see information about their ad targeting strategies, and the details of how they A/B test images and messaging, as a vital component of their competitive edge. Ad platforms, particularly ones that control larger portions of the digital ad ecosystem, may perceive that the level of transparency that our standard requires would decrease their market power. We agree that the transparency we recommend will have disparate competitive effects. We do note that several businesses already exist to surveil and provide business intelligence on digital ads [9, 10]. Generally, though, the current situation in ad markets is one with a great deal of information asymmetry, whereas many decades of economic research [16, 71, 30] suggest that more information tends to make markets more efficient and less prone to failure.

**X. CONCLUSION**

We hope these efforts to survey the existing landscape of ad transparency and measure it against a proposed common (likely evolving) standard will inform continuing and ongoing work by regulators, researchers, and public interest advocates in this quickly evolving space.
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## Table 3: Field description for universal ad transparency standard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Standard Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>platform_archive_id</td>
<td>Id associated with the ad while being presented in a platform archive</td>
<td>bigint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texts</td>
<td>Text(s) of ads displayed</td>
<td>text[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td>Image(s) of ads displayed</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videos</td>
<td>Video(s) of ads displayed</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>links</td>
<td>Link(s) and displayed text(s)</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>captions</td>
<td>Caption(s) associated with links displayed</td>
<td>text[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disclosure_string</td>
<td>Text “paid for by” disclosure displayed to the user</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advertiser</td>
<td>Advertiser name displayed to the user</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate_payer</td>
<td>Legal name of the advertiser who paid for the ad</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform_advertiser_identiﬁer</td>
<td>Platform specific id associated with the advertiser</td>
<td>bigint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>national_advertiser_identiﬁer</td>
<td>Tax or election commission id associated with the advertiser if applicable</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_creation_date_time</td>
<td>Date, time when ad was created</td>
<td>datetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_active_dates</td>
<td>Dates when ad was active</td>
<td>date[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displayed_creative_com- bination</td>
<td>The combinations of ad creative elements as they were displayed to the user</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>budget</td>
<td>Daily budget amount for ad</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spend_by_day</td>
<td>Amount paid by the advertiser for the ad</td>
<td>float[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency</td>
<td>Currency of spend</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removed</td>
<td>Whether the ad was removed</td>
<td>boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removed_reason</td>
<td>reason the ad was removed if applicable</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removed_date</td>
<td>date, time when the ad was removed</td>
<td>datetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total_impressions_by_day</td>
<td>all paid and organic ad impressions broken down by day</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paid_impressions_by_day</td>
<td>paid ad impressions broken down by day</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement</td>
<td>total ad engagement by type if applicable</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total_impressions_by_geography</td>
<td>all paid and organic ad impressions broken down by geographic region such as zipcode</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paid_impressions_by_geography</td>
<td>paid ad impressions broken down by geographic region such as zipcode</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total_impressions_by_ demo_group</td>
<td>all paid and organic ad impressions broken down by age and gender group</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paid_impressions_by_ demo_group</td>
<td>paid ad impressions broken down by age and gender group</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total_impressions_by_platform</td>
<td>all paid and organic ad impressions broken down by platform (when applicable)</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paid_impressions_by_platform</td>
<td>paid ad impressions broken down by platform (when applicable)</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placement_details</td>
<td>other details about where an ad appeared</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_type</td>
<td>targeting categories used</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_details</td>
<td>textual description of targeting</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_inclusive_par- ameters</td>
<td>parameters of inclusion in ad targeting</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_exclusive_par- ameters</td>
<td>parameters of exclusions in ad targeting</td>
<td>json</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery_platform</td>
<td>platform on which the ad was shown to the user</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery_platform_optimi- zations</td>
<td>targeting optimizations performed by the platform</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery_advertiser_input</td>
<td>input from advertiser which is used by the platform to optimize delivery</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery_proxy_or_external_data</td>
<td>proxy optimization via influencers or additional external data</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4: Mapping of Facebook ad library API to universal ad transparency standard; not all proposed standard fields are present.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Standard Field</th>
<th>Facebook API Field</th>
<th>Notes Relative to the Proposed Standard Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>platform_archive_id</td>
<td>id</td>
<td>This field only contains one text in the case of dynamic creatives. Use is not recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texts</td>
<td>ad_creative_body</td>
<td>This field only contains one text in the case of dynamic creatives. Use is not recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td>ad_creative_image</td>
<td>Can be collected from link in ad_snapshot_url</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videos</td>
<td>ad_creative_video</td>
<td>Can be collected from link in ad_snapshot_url</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>captions</td>
<td>ad_creative_caption</td>
<td>This field only contains one link in the case of dynamic creatives. Use is not recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disclosure_string</td>
<td>funding_entity</td>
<td>Theoretically, funding_entity should always be the ultimate payer, but this is often not the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate_payer</td>
<td>page_name</td>
<td>Theoretically, funding_entity should always be the ultimate payer, but this is often not the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_creation_date_time</td>
<td>platform_advertiser_identifier</td>
<td>Ads can be delivered non-contiguously, so there is no guarantee that an ad was delivered every day between the start and stop day. This URL can only be collected when the access token is active. All creative elements should be collected from this URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_delivery_start_time</td>
<td>ad_delivery_stop_time</td>
<td>Ads can be delivered non-contiguously, so there is no guarantee that an ad was delivered every day between the start and stop day. This URL can only be collected when the access token is active. All creative elements should be collected from this URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displayed_creative_combination</td>
<td>ad_snapshot_url</td>
<td>This URL can only be collected when the access token is active. All creative elements should be collected from this URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency</td>
<td>spend</td>
<td>Spend is presented as a range instead of the exact value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressions_by_geography</td>
<td>spend</td>
<td>This URL only specifies which platforms have had at least one impression, not a full breakdown by platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Standard Field</td>
<td>Google Field</td>
<td>Google - Notes Relative to the Proposed Standard Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform_archive_id</td>
<td>creative_stats.ad_id</td>
<td>Can be collected from link in creative_stats.ad_url</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>images</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>links</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>captions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disclosure_string</td>
<td>creative_stats.ad_url</td>
<td>Can be collected from link in creative_stats.ad_url</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advertiser</td>
<td>creative_stats.advertiser_name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform_advertiser_identifier</td>
<td>creative_stats.advertiser_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>national_adviser_identifier</td>
<td>advertiser_declared_stats.advertiser_declared_stats.advertiser_declared_regulatory_id</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate_payer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Theoretically, advertiser_name should always be the ultimate payer, but this is often not the case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_active_dates</td>
<td>creative_stats.first_served_timestamp</td>
<td>Ads can be delivered noncontiguously so there is no guarantee that an ad was delivered every day between the start and stop day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creative_stats.last_served_timestamp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creative_stats.num_of_days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displayed_creative_combination</td>
<td>creative_stats.ad_url</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spend</td>
<td>creative_stats.spend_range_min_usd</td>
<td>Spend is presented as a range instead of exact value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creative_stats.spend_range_max_usd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressions_by_day</td>
<td>creative_stats.impressions</td>
<td>Impressions are not broken down by day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placement_details</td>
<td>creative_stats.ad_type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_inclusive_parameters</td>
<td>creative_stats.age_targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creative_stats.gender_targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creative_stats.geo_targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_exclusive_parameters</td>
<td>creative_stats.geo_targeting_excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Mapping of Google Ad Library to universal ad transparency standard; not all proposed standard fields are present.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>XFinity Web Portal</th>
<th>XFinity Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>disclosure_string</td>
<td>id</td>
<td>Only present on effectv documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ultimate_payer</td>
<td>name of organization purchasing time: on behalf of:</td>
<td>This field has various names on the various “political record of request” forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad_active_dates</td>
<td>start date end date</td>
<td>This field is always present in “contract revision” documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressions_by_day</td>
<td>quantity/impressions</td>
<td>Column name varies; always present in “contract revision” documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impressions_by_geography</td>
<td></td>
<td>All ad buys are presented in a DMA, so this is implied in impressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>placement_details</td>
<td>seat details/placement name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_type</td>
<td>audience targets/targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_details</td>
<td>audience targets/targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targeting_inclusive_parameters</td>
<td>audience targets/targeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Mapping of XFinity to universal ad transparency standard; not all proposed standard fields are present.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclosure/Method</th>
<th>Scope of Access &amp; Disclosure</th>
<th>Types of Data Disclosed</th>
<th>Notes &amp; Precautions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platforms meeting any of the following criteria:</strong> 1. No human review of ads</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal digital ad transparency proposal</td>
<td>Publicly accessible through database maintained by the FTC, in the form of: • Daily HDF5 summary files (available for two years) • Daily HDF5 snapshot datasets (available for seven years) • Monthly and yearly advertiser summary CSV datasets (available for seven years) • Public-facing API/ web interface</td>
<td>All forms of advertising on social media, including paid, branded, native, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Platforms meeting any of the following criteria:** 2. Includes ad tracking |  |  |  |
| Facebook for Ads on Social Issues, Elections, and Politics | Publicly available web portal (archives after seven years) | Social issues, electoral politics, housing, employment, credit | Per-ad spending is only disclosed in ranges |
| Facebook Open Research & Transparency (FORT) | Only available via API to academic researchers who apply for access; only available in the U.S. | Political/ electoral, only in the 90 days before the 2020 election with > 100 impressions | Ads with fewer than 100 impressions make up a majority of political ads on Facebook during this period, so important data is missing |
| Google Transparency Report | Publicly available web portal, report, and database through BigQuery platform | Electoral only: ads about candidates and/or officeholders related to state and federal elections, and about ballot measures |  |
| Google Ads Transparency Spotlight | Browser extension for Chrome users | Allows users to browse information about ads targeted to them | This information is revealed only if the advertiser has adopted Google's ad disclosure schema |
| Twitter Ads Transparency Center | Public downloadable database | Political ads | Twitter discontinued this product in 2019, meaning only 1.5 years worth of data is collected and available |
| Snapchat Political Ads Library | Public downloadable database | Political ads | Targeting parameters includes both inclusion and exclusion criteria |
| Roku Political Ad Archive | Folder of files, but requires users to log in through Roku's Box.com account | Scanned advertising contracts from political advertisers, likely identifies the advertisers themselves | Contracts are in differing formats and contain codes not explained in the documents |
| Xfinity Political ad archive | Publicly available searchable web portal, but requires users to log in using a Microsoft account | Political ads | Interface is broken; without modifying the script, users cannot access information |
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